
On Canada Day, 75-year-old grandmother Dorothy Cutting left
on a ‘Climate Crisis’ journey to Northern Canada.

Most grandmothers of four are looking forward to a
summer by the lake watching the kids grow and maybe doing a
little babysitting, but not Dorothy Cutting. This grandmother is
worried about the kind of future her four grandchildren will
have if she doesn’t do something about global warming, which
she calls global heating. ‘Warming sounds too soft and cuddly,’
she says.

‘I want our neighbours in the North to know that we care
about what is happening to their homeland and their way of
life,’ says Cutting, who will travel to Inuvik in her Honda Civic
Hybrid and then fly to Tuktoyaktuk and Old Crow.

As global heating melts the polar icecap, Canada’s northern
peoples face the disruption of their food sources and cultural
systems. Habitat for northern species is under threat, and
researchers predict that polar bears will become extinct by
2025 if global heating continues unabated. As NASA scientist
James Hansen says they will, in effect, ‘be pushed off the
planet.’

‘Canada’s North is experiencing some of the most rapid
warming in the world. The effects of this warming have serious
consequences for the rest of the planet,’ says Michael Westlake,
coordinator for the Northern Climate ExChange. ‘We see
Dorothy’s journey as a way to connect the people of the North
and South to the reality of this enormous issue.’

Noted filmmaker Alan Bibby of Salt Spring Island plans to
make a documentary of Cutting’s travels, and Dorothy will be
carrying a small camcorder to record interviews with people in
the First Nations and Inuit communities.

‘While people and wildlife in the Arctic will experience the
largest effects of climate change, as sea-ice melts so too do the
planet’s glaciers and ice sheets. The inevitable rise in sea level
will affect every coastal community and city worldwide.
Dorothy’s actions are reminding us we must all act now to
minimize these changes,’ stated Colin Campbell, BC Chapter of
the Sierra Club’s marine campaign coordinator.

In 2002, after reading the late Robert Hunter’s book, 2030:
Confronting Thermageddon in Our Lifetime, Cutting bought a
hybrid car and drove across Canada to present a copy of the
book to every MP in Ottawa. Along the way Dorothy spoke to
Canadians about the need to take climate change seriously.

Cutting, no stranger to environmental activism, is
considered the mother of the Washington State Shorelines
Management Act and was influential in the passage of
numerous other US environmental bills. She immigrated to
Canada from Seattle in 1992 and became a Canadian citizen in
1998.

Cutting and Bibby call their journey to the north ‘carbon
neutral.’ All emissions from their travel by car and by air are
being off-set by investment in renewable and conservation
initiatives. 0
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